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Relaxation processes induced by the antisymmetric part of the chemical shift anisotropy tensor
!henceforth called anti-CSA" are usually neglected in NMR relaxation studies. It is shown here that
anti-CSA components contribute to longitudinal relaxation rates of the indole 15N nucleus in
tryptophan in solution at different magnetic fields and temperatures. To determine the parameters of
several models for rotational diffusion and internal dynamics, we measured the longitudinal
relaxation rates R1=1 /T1 of 15N, the 15N– 1H dipole-dipole !DD" cross-relaxation rates !Overhauser
effects", and the cross-correlated CSA/DD relaxation rates involving the second-rank symmetric
part of the CSA tensor of 15N at four magnetic fields B0=9.4, 14.1, 18.8, and 22.3 T !400, 600, 800,
and 950 MHz for protons" over a temperature range of 270!T!310 K. A good agreement between
experimental and theoretical rates can only be obtained if the CSA tensor is assumed to comprise
first-rank antisymmetric !anti-CSA" components. The magnitude of the hitherto neglected
antisymmetric components is of the order of 10% of the CSA. © 2010 American Institute of
Physics. #doi:10.1063/1.3445777$

I. INTRODUCTION

Chemical shifts and their modulations induced by rota-
tional diffusion and internal motions can be exploited to in-
vestigate structural and dynamic properties of molecules.1–3

Knowledge of chemical shift tensors is essential to charac-
terize accurately internal dynamics at atomic resolution4–9 or
domain motions in proteins10 or RNAs.11 Chemical shifts
reflect local magnetic fields induced by the motions of elec-
trons surrounding a nucleus in the presence of an external
static magnetic field. These electron-induced fields depend
on the local electronic structure and on the orientations of
molecular orbitals relative to the static magnetic field and
can be described by a chemical shift tensor. Without loss of
generality, this tensor can be split into three tensors of ranks
l=0, 1, and 2, which correspond to the isotropic, anisotropic
antisymmetrical, and anisotropic symmetrical parts12
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The zeroth-rank tensor !l=0", which is invariable under ro-
tations, leads to the isotropic chemical shift "iso= !"xx+"yy
+"zz" /3. The components of the first-rank !l=1" antisymmet-
ric chemical shift anisotropy !henceforth anti-CSA" tensor
can be expressed by "ij

!a"= !"ij !" ji" /2, while the second-rank
!l=2" symmetric part of the CSA tensor !sym-CSA" compo-
nents are proportional to "ij

!s"= !"ij +" ji" /2. The sym-CSA ten-
sor is usually represented by its three eigenvalues in the prin-
cipal axis system and the orientations of its three principal
axes with respect to the molecular frame.12 In liquids, the
anisotropic parts are averaged out by rotational diffusion so
that only "iso can be observed in the spectra, while the an-
isotropic parts give rise to relaxation. In solids, only the ei-
genvalues and orientations of the sym-CSA tensor can be
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determined. Due to the absence of diagonal elements, the
anti-CSA tensor only leads to magnetic field components that
are perpendicular to the main external field, regardless of the
frame of reference. This results in very weak tilt of the local
field and hence to a second-order contribution to the reso-
nance frequency that is too small to be measured. Graphical
illustrations of these properties can be found in Anet’s
reviews.13 Just like the magnetic field components due to the
sym-CSA tensor, the fields associated with the anti-CSA ten-
sor are modulated by rotational diffusion and internal mo-
lecular motions so that they also contribute to relaxation.14–16

Experimental studies of the effect of anti-CSA tensor
components on relaxation were carried out for some mol-
ecules with unusual electronic structures such as
cyclopropenone17 and tetrachlorocyclopropene.18 A theoreti-
cal study by Kowalewski and Werbelow19 addressed the con-
tributions to the longitudinal and transverse relaxation rates
R1 and R2 induced by the anti-CSA components of 15N in
formamide, where rapid anisotropic rotational diffusion ex-
acerbates the contributions of anti-CSA tensor components to
the relaxation rates.19 In solid-state NMR, anti-CSA tensor
components could be detected through a second-order shift
in the presence of large quadrupolar interactions.20

As shown by Buckingham, the symmetry of nuclear sites
limits the number of independent components of the CSA
tensor.21 Antisymmetric components only exist at sites with
low nuclear symmetry !e.g., C1, C2, and CS", which may
occur in biomolecules such as proteins and nucleic acids.
Due to the increasing popularity of very high static magnetic
fields in NMR studies of biomolecules, the effects of anti-
CSA tensor components become a topical issue, since the
contribution of the CSA !including its anti-CSA component"
to relaxation is proportional to the square of the static field.
When CSA tensors can be obtained both from solid-state22,23

and solution24 NMR, it is important to have an estimate of
the contributions of the anti-CSA components to relaxation
rates in liquids since they can be a source of discrepancies.

In this work, we show an experimental investigation of
the anti-CSA tensor components of the indole 15N nucleus in
tryptophan. While the longitudinal relaxation rate R1 is af-
fected by anti-CSA components, the cross-correlated
CSA/DD relaxation rates and the dipole-dipole !DD" cross-
relaxation rates are not. A careful comparison of these rates
at different static fields and temperatures, combined with a
suitable description of anisotropic rotational diffusion, al-
lows one to assess the anti-CSA tensor components of the
15N nucleus.

II. THEORY

A. The CSA tensor of indole 15N in tryptophan

As shown in Fig. 1, the 15N indole nucleus lies in the
plane of the indole ring of tryptophan and is therefore char-
acterized by a CS point-group symmetry. According to Buck-
ingham and Anet,13,21 the sym-CSA tensor can therefore have
three unlike eigenvalues "xx, "yy, and "zz, but the anti-CSA
tensor can only have one unique component "yz

!a" perpendicu-
lar to the indole ring plane. As shown in Table I, solid-state
NMR measurements25 confirm this for the sym-CSA tensor.

The most shielded CSA component "xx lies perpendicular to
the indole ring, while the least shielded "zz component lies in
this plane and forms an angle $=5%2° with respect to the
rNH vector.25 Independent results obtained in our laboratory
for the L-enantiomer, through the analysis of the spinning
sidebands obtained at low-frequency magic angle spinning
!MAS" with the DMFIT program,26 are consistent with the
earlier study25 !Table I". We have calculated the sym-CSA
and anti-CSA tensors !Table I" with Kohn–Sham density
functional theory using the QUANTUM-ESPRESSO code27 that
employs the Gauge Including Projector Augmented Waves
!GIPAW" method28 and the crystal structure of DL-
tryptophan determined by x-ray diffraction.29 Details about
the computations are reported elsewhere.30,31 The calculated
sym-CSA tensor components "xx and "yy are very close to the
experimental results, although "zz is overestimated by '8%.
The calculated anti-CSA tensor has one major component
"yz

!a" normal to the indole ring plane and two minor in-plane
components, in rough agreement with expectations based on
the molecular symmetry. The discrepancy for the eigenvalue
"zz might stem from internal motions, imperfections in the
crystal lattice, or inaccuracy of the DFT approach. In our
study in solution, we shall assume that only the "yz

!a" compo-
nent of the anti-CSA tensor contributes to the relaxation
rates.

B. Theoretical expressions of relaxation rates

For a system with two spins I= 1
2 and S= 1

2 !e.g., 1H and
15N, simply denoted H and N in the expressions for the re-
laxation rates", there are three separate contributions to the
longitudinal !autorelaxation" rate R1=1 /T1 of 15N arising
from the second-rank 1H– 15N DD interaction, the second-
rank sym-CSA 15N tensor, and the first-rank anti-CSA 15N
tensor,

R1 = R1
DD + R1

sym-CSA + R1
anti-CSA, !2"

where

FIG. 1. The principal components and orientations of the principal axes
!green" of the sym-CSA tensor of indole 15N in tryptophan. The principal
components !eigenvalues" are defined so that "xx!"yy !"zz, where "zz is the
least shielded component. According to a solid-state NMR study !Ref. 25",
"xx lies perpendicular to the indole ring plane, while "zz lies in the indole
plane and forms an angle $=5%2° with respect to the rNH vector !red". The
unique anti-CSA tensor component "yz

!a" is normal to the indole ring, parallel
to "xx.
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R1
DD = !cNH"2(2JNH,NH

!2" !&H ! &N" + 6JNH,NH
!2" !&N"

+ 12JNH,NH
!2" !&H + &N") , !3"

R1
sym-CSA = !cN"2(6!"zz ! "xx"2Jzz,zz

!2" !&N"

+ 6!"yy ! "xx"2Jyy,yy
!2" !&N"

+ 12!"zz ! "xx"!"yy ! "xx"Jzz,yy
!2" !&N") , !4"

and14,16,19

R1
anti-CSA = 3!cN"2!"yz ! "zy"2(5/2Jxx,xx

!1" !&N") , !5"

where cN=&N
*2 /6, cNH='0()N)H

*2 / !16*rNH
3", '0 is the

permeability of free space, ( is Planck’s constant divided by
2*, )N and )H are the gyromagnetic ratios of 15N and 1H,
rNH is the distance between 15N and 1H, and Juv

!l" are spectral
densities, which result from the Fourier transformation of
autocorrelation functions of rank l=1 or 2, characterized by
correlation times +c

!l" of rank l. We define the fraction f of
longitudinal relaxation induced by anti-CSA as

f = R1
anti-CSA/!R1

DD + R1
sym-CSA + R1

anti-CSA" . !6"

Note that this fraction would increase if the neighboring 1H
were replaced by a deuteron since )D,)H.

The 15N– 1H DD cross-relaxation rate !nuclear Over-
hauser effect" is

-NH
NOE = !cNH"2(12JNH,NH

!2" !&H + &N" ! 2JNH,NH
!2" !&H ! &N") .

!7"

The longitudinal Rccl and transverse Rcct cross-correlated
CSA/DD rates are32

Rccl = ! 12cNcNH(!"zz ! "xx"Jzz,NH
!2" !&N"

+ !"yy ! "xx"Jyy,NH
!2" !&N") , !8"

Rcct = !2 cNcNH(!"zz ! "xx"!3Jzz,NH
!2" !0" + 4Jzz,NH

!2" !&N""

+ !"yy ! "xx"!3Jyy,NH
!2" !0" + 4Jyy,NH

!2" !&N") . !9"

The spectral densities Juv
!l" express the combined effect of two

interactions u and v !for example, CSA and DD interactions"
and depend on the angles subtended by the symmetry axes of
the tensors.

C. Model A: Isotropic rotational diffusion without
internal motions

For isotropic rotational diffusion without internal mo-
tions, the spectral density function can be expressed as

Juv
!l"!&" =

2
5

P!l"!cos .uv"
+c

!l"

1 + !&+c
!l""2 , !10"

where +c
!l" is the rotational correlation time for interactions of

rank l. For isotropic diffusion, one has the relation +c
!1"

=3+c
!2".16 Note that +c

!2" is the correlation time +c encountered
in conventional NMR relaxation studies where second-rank
interactions !i.e., sym-CSA and DD interactions" play a pre-
dominant role. P!l" is the Legendre polynomial of order l
#P1#x$=x and P2#x$= !3x2!1" /2$, and .uv are the angles be-
tween the principal axes of the DD or CSA interactions in-
volved. For isotropic rotational diffusion +c=+c

!2",

Juv
1 !&" =

2
5

P1!cos .uv"
3+c

1 + &2!3+c"2 . !11"

For the orientation in Fig. 1, the angles between the principal
axes of the CSA and DD interactions are .xx,NH=* /2,
.zz,NH=$, and .yy,NH=* /2!$.

D. Model B: Isotropic rotational diffusion with internal
motions

To take into account the internal motions in addition to
isotropic overall tumbling, the Lipari–Szabo formalism33 can
be used

Juv
!l"!&" =

2
5+Suv

2!l" +c
!l"

1 + !&+c
!l""2 + (P!l"!cos .uv" ! Suv

2!l")

/
+eff

!l"

1 + !&+eff
!l" "2, , !12"

with 1 /+eff
!l" =1 /+c

!l"+1 /+int
!l", where +int

!l" of rank l is the effective
correlation time of the internal motions, and the order param-
eter Suv

2!l" of rank l characterizes the amplitude of these mo-
tions. The internal motions are assumed to be isotropic in the
sense that the amplitudes of the angular fluctuations of a
vector are independent of its orientation with respect to the
molecular frame, i.e., Suv

2!l"=S2!l"P!l"!cos .uv". Here again, the
condition +c

!1"=3+c
!2" holds. For internal motions with small

TABLE I. Principal components of the CSA tensor and orientations of the indole 15N in the amino-acid
tryptophan determined experimentally and by ab initio calculations. The experimental distance rNH has been
determined from measurements of the 1H– 15N dipolar coupling !Ref. 25". Note the agreement between the
published measurements and ours.

Sym-CSA !ppm" Anti-CSA !ppm"

$ !°" rNH !Å""xx "yy "zz "xy
!a" "xz

!a" "yz
!a"

Solid-state NMRa 61.0%1 129.6%1 180.8%1 ¯ ¯ ¯ 5%3 1.06%0.02
Solid-state NMR !this work" 61.2 126.4 182.2 ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯
Calculated !this work" 60.2 129.4 195.8 0.84 01.78 7.96 ¯ ¯
aReference 25.
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amplitudes, the relations +int
!1"=+int

!2" and S2!l=1"=2 /3+S2!l=2" /3
can be obtained by a Taylor expansion to the second order of
the Legendre polynomials.

E. Model C: Anisotropic rotational diffusion without
internal motions

For the sake of simplicity, the rotational diffusion tensor
will be assumed to be axially symmetric with D-#D! and
internal motions are neglected !S2=1". The spectral density
function obtained by Fourier transformation of the second-
rank autocorrelation function is then

Juv
!2"!&" =

2
5.

j=0

2
Aj+ j

!2"

1 + !&+ j
!2""2 , !13"

where 1 /+ j
!2"=6D!! j2!D!!D-" and

A0 = !3 cos2 .u
d ! 1"!3 cos2 .v

d ! 1"/4,

A1 = 3 sin .u
d cos .u

d sin .v
d cos .v

d cos 1uv
d , !14"

A2 = !3/4"sin2 .u
d sin2 .v

d cos 21uv
d ,

where 1uv
d =1u

d!1v
d. The polar and azimuthal angles .u

d, .v
d,

1u
d, and 1v

d define the orientations of the eigenvectors of the
sym-CSA tensor and the anti-CSA tensor components with
respect to the diffusion frame. For isotropic tumbling, i.e.,
for D!=D-, one finds again + j

!2"=+c.
The antisymmetric spectral density is16

Juv
!1"!&" =

2
5

P1!cos .uv"+cos!1yz
d "2sin!.yz

d "2 + j=0
!1"

1 + !&+ j=0
!1" "2

+ (sin!1yz
d "2 + cos!1yz

d "2cos!.yz
d "2)

+ j=1
!1"

1 + !&+ j=1
!1" "2, ,

!15"

where 1 /+ j
!l"=2D!! j2!D!!D-". Note that for isotropic dif-

fusion !D!=D- and + j=0
!1" =+ j=1

!1" =3+c", we retrieve Eq. !11".

III. EXPERIMENTS

L-tryptophan, enriched in 15N !Fig. 1", was dissolved in a
mixture of 90% ethylene glycol and 10% H2O. D2O was
used as an external lock in an inner concentric tube. The
viscosity of ethylene glycol is 18 times larger than that of
water at 293 K, and its melting point is Tmp'260 K so that
a wide range of rotational diffusion regimes can be probed.

The 15N longitudinal autorelaxation rates R1 were mea-
sured using a conventional out and back sequence34 with
relaxation delays TR=0.2, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 1.25, and
1.5 s. The symmetrical reconversion approach35,36 was used
to measure the longitudinal CSA/DD cross-correlation rates
!Rccl" with delays TR=0.16, 0.33, 0.49, 0.66, and 0.99 s and
the transverse CSA/DD cross-correlation rates !Rcct" with de-
lays TR=0.04, 0.08, 0.12, 0.16, 0.20, and 0.24 s. To deter-
mine the -NH

NOE cross-relaxation !1H! 15N" rates, we used the
steady-state NOE scheme recently proposed by Ferrage
et al.,37,38 based on symmetric saturation37 combined with
* pulses.38 Experiments were performed at four static fields
B0=9.4 T !400 MHz", 14.1 T !600 MHz", 18.79 T
!800 MHz", and 22.32 T !950 MHz" for temperatures

FIG. 2. Autocorrelated longitudinal relaxation rates R1!15N", dipolar cross-relaxation rates -NH
NOE !1H! 15N", and cross-correlated transverse Rcct and longi-

tudinal Rccl relaxation rates due to concerted fluctuations of the symmetrical CSA!15N" and DD!15N– 1H" interaction, measured at B0=9.4 T !magenta",
14.1 T !red", 18.79 T !green", and 22.32 T !blue" for temperatures in the range of 270!T!310 K.
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270!T!310 K !Fig. 2". The difference between the chemi-
cal shifts of the ethylene glycol protons served as an internal
thermometer.39 More details about the experiments !relax-
ation curves, rates, and techniques used to control the tem-
perature" are given in the supplementary material.40

IV. ANALYSIS

The cross-correlation and cross-relaxation rates Rk
= (Rccl ,Rcct ,-NH

NOE), which do not depend on anti-CSA com-
ponents !unlike the autorelaxation rates R1", were used to fit
the motional parameters, i.e., the second-rank correlation
times +c

!2" and + j
!2" and the order parameter S2 at each tem-

perature and magnetic field, following a fitting procedure
outlined in Fig. 3. The best parameters lead to the smallest
deviations 2aij =.k=1

3 !Rk,ij !Rk,ij
calc"2 for the three rates Rk

= (Rccl ,Rcct ,-NH
NOE), which are assumed to have equal accu-

racy. The index i stands for the different static fields B0i and
j for the different temperatures Tj. Contrary to the commonly

used minimization of 32 functions, the relaxation rates Rk
were not weighted by their errors to avoid attributing unrea-
sonably large weights to rates that have small random errors.
In fact, for some of the rates, the stochastic variations of the
data points were so small !less than 0.1% at the higher fields"
that systematic errors inherent to the experiments are prob-
ably dominant. Such systematic errors could, for example, be
due to pulse imperfections, small errors in the temperature
calibration !!0.1 K", or imperfect averaging of different
pathways in cross-correlation experiments. A classical 32 fit
!where the rates are weighted by the inverse of their uncer-
tainties" leads to parameters that lie within the error bars of
the results presented here. The sum 4a=.i,j2aij characterizes
the overall deviation of the three relaxation rates that do not
depend on anti-CSA components.

Next, the motional parameters thus extracted were used
to determine the anti-CSA contribution to the longitudinal
relaxation rate R1. The anti-CSA tensor component "yz

!a" was
optimized to minimize 2bij = !R1,ij !R1,ij

calc"2 over the ensemble
of all R1 rates measured at the magnetic fields B0i=9.4, 14.1,
18.79, and 22.32 T for all temperatures 270!Tj !310 K.
The deviation 4b=.i,j2bij is smallest for the best value of
"yz

!a". For comparison, we also calculated 4b
0=.i,j2bij

0 ob-
tained if one purposely assumed that "yz

!a"=0, i.e., that the
CSA tensor is symmetric.

Estimates of the eigenvalues of the sym-CSA tensors and
assumptions about the distance rNH obviously affect the mo-
tional parameters and the anti-CSA contributions extracted
by our fitting procedure. The repercussions of the parameters
on the determination of "yz

!a" will be further investigated be-
low.

A. Model A: Isotropic rotational diffusion without
internal motions

The correlation times +c were optimized using the dis-
tance rNH=1.06 Å and eigenvalues of the sym-CSA tensor
given in Table I. We have used the estimates derived from
solid-state NMR measurements by Opella and co-workers25

rather than our own work !Table I". Fitting leads to a signifi-
cant anti-CSA component "yz

!a"=11.72%2.95 ppm !Table II".
Figure 4 illustrates the agreement obtained between experi-
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Use Eqs.
(2-5,10-11)

c! 2
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ij ,ij ,ijb R R# $ %
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3 2 NOE
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FIG. 3. Data fitting strategies employed to assess the anti-CSA contribution
to R1 rates, i.e., the anti-CSA component "yz

!a". Details about the three ap-
proaches are given in the text: isotropic diffusion without !model A" or with
internal motions !model B" and anisotropic diffusion without internal mo-
tions !model C". The indices i and j represent the static field B0i=9.4, 14.1,
18.79, and 22.32 T and the temperature 270!Tj !310 K.

TABLE II. Estimates of the anti-CSA component "yz
!a" derived from the

discrepancy between R1 and Rk= (Rccl ,Rcct ,-NH
NOE), assuming isotropic rota-

tional diffusion without internal motions !model A" and various orientations
of the principal values of the sym-CSA tensor with respect to the vector rNH.
The CSA eigenvalues obtained in our laboratory were combined with $
=5° and rNH=1.06 Å.

Model A: Isotropic rotational diffusion without internal motions

"yz
!a" !ppm" 4a 4b 4b

0

Using CSA parameters from
Ref. 25

11.72%2.95 0.0117 0.0019 0.0141

rNH=1.04 Å 0%0 0.0889 0.3072 0.3072
rNH=1.08 Å 31.95%9.40 0.0386 0.1610 0.4447
$=3° 12.53%2.87 0.0134 0.0020 0.0170
$=7° 10.17%3.77 0.0099 0.0023 0.0106
Using our own CSA parameters 15.35%5.69 0.0325 0.0075 0.0407
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mental and theoretical relaxation rates, confirmed by the
relatively small 4a and 4b deviations. The visual assessment
of the curves and the fact that if we assume, for the sake of
the argument, that "yz

!a"=0, the deviation increases consider-
ably to 4b

0'7 4b strongly suggest that the anti-CSA contri-
bution to the R1 relaxation rates is not a mere illusion.

Table II shows the anti-CSA component "yz
!a" and devia-

tions obtained for several estimates of the distance rNH, the
angle $, and the principal values of the sym-CSA tensor.
Assuming rNH=1.04 Å rather than 1.06 Å leads to "yz

!a"=0,
but this assumption has a deleterious impact on the overall
agreement between theoretical and experimental rates, as il-
lustrated in Fig. 5!a". Variations of the eigenvectors or eigen-
values of the sym-CSA tensor have less impact, and the fits
always yield a nonvanishing anti-CSA component "yz

!a".
We always found a nonvanishing anti-CSA component

"yz
!a" when the overall fit of relaxation rates was acceptable,

even though the magnitude of the "yz
!a" component depends on

the distance rNH, the angle $, and the sym-CSA components
used as input of the fitting procedure. Further graphical re-
sults are presented in the supplementary material.40

B. Model B: Isotropic rotational diffusion with internal
motions

As mentioned in the theoretical section, internal dynam-
ics and anisotropic rotational diffusion must be considered to
obtain unambiguous evidence of anti-CSA contributions to
R1 relaxation rates. In model B, the correlation times +c and
order parameters S2 have been optimized for +int=0, 100,
200, and 500 ps. In all cases, the deviations 4a are reduced
compared to the rigid model A !Table III", highlighting that
the overall fit for the three rates Rk= (Rccl ,Rcct ,-NH

NOE) has

FIG. 4. Experimental and theoretical relaxation rates at 9.4 T !magenta", 14.1 T !red", 18.79 T !green", and 22.32 T !blue" vs the second-rank correlation times
+c extracted from the isotropic rotational diffusion model without internal motions !model A" using CSA eigenvalues and a distance rNH obtained by solid-state
NMR !Ref. 25". The continuous and dashed lines represent the theoretical R1 rates with or without the anti-CSA contribution, respectively.
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been improved. The greater dispersion of the estimates of the
anti-CSA component "yz

!a" leads to an increase of the devia-
tions 4b in comparison with model A. However, 4b

0 is always
significantly larger than 4b, which confirms once again that
the anti-CSA contributions should not be neglected. Com-
pared to model A, hardly any improvements of the fits could
be achieved. However, this does not imply that there are no
internal motions. In fact, since the effective distance rNH and
sym-CSA eigenvalues are also affected by internal motions
when determined by solid-state NMR, these are to some ex-
tent taken into account implicitly in model A. Note that if
one chooses a distance rNH that is smaller in model B than in
model A, one must simultaneously scale the sym-CSA eigen-
values to give an acceptable fit. The estimate of "yz

!a" remains
positive and non-negligible.

TABLE III. Estimates of the anti-CSA component "yz
!a" derived from relax-

ation rates, assuming isotropic rotational diffusion with internal motions
!model B". These results were obtained using components of the sym-CSA
tensor determined by solid-state NMR !Ref. 25".

Model B: Isotropic rotational diffusion with internal motions

S2 "yz
!a" !ppm" 4a 4b 4b

0

+int=0 ps 0.981%0.016 16.76%4.28 0.0053 0.0090 0.0446
+int=100 ps 0.964%0.028 17.11%4.07 0.0035 0.0077 0.0449
+int=200 ps 0.940%0.051 17.00%3.95 0.0027 0.0070 0.0422
+int=500 ps 0.852%0.149 16.93%3.86 0.0021 0.0076 0.0397

FIG. 5. Experimental and theoretical relaxation rates at 9.4 T !magenta", 14.1 T !red", 18.79T !green", and 22.32 T !blue" vs the second-rank correlation times
+c extracted from !a" isotropic !model A" or #!b" and !c"$ anisotropic !model C" rotational diffusion model. The !almost superimposed" continuous and dashed
lines represent respectively the theoretical R1 rates with or without the anti-CSA contribution. !a" rNH=1.04 Å, #!b" and !c"$ the principal axis of the diffusion
tensor is collinear with !b" D- /D!=2 and .zz

d =* /2+$ or !c" D- /D!=0.5 and .zz
d =$.
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C. Model C: Anisotropic rotational diffusion without
internal motions

As shown in Fig. 6, the symmetry axis D- of the rota-
tional diffusion tensor could either be normal to the indole
ring plane #Fig. 6!a"$ or lie in this plane #Fig. 6!b"$. In the
former case, D- is parallel to the anti-CSA component "yz

!a" so
that .zz

d =.yy
d =.NH

d =* /2, .yz
d =0, 1zz

d =$, 1yy
d =* /2+$, and

1NH
d =0. If the symmetry axis D- lies in the indole ring plane,

the angles subtended between the principal axes of the sym-
CSA tensor or the DD-tensor and D- are 1zz

d =1yy
d =1NH

d =0,
.yz

d =0, and 1yz
d =* /2. The remaining angles .uv

d are defined
by the position of D- in the plane. As presented in Table IV,
several orientations can be considered, assuming, for in-
stance, that the zz-component of the sym-CSA tensor lies in
such a manner that .zz

d =$, .zz
d =* /4+$, .zz

d =* /2+$, or .zz
d

=3* /4+$. We assume that the anisotropy 5=D- /D! of the
rotational diffusion tensor in tryptophan ranges between 5
=0.5 !oblate anisotropy" and 5=2 !prolate anisotropy". For a
given 5, the correlation times + j

!l" can be expressed as a func-
tion of a single second-rank correlation time + j=0

!2" =+c, which
is again optimized by fitting the three relaxation rates Rk
= (Rccl ,Rcct ,-NH

NOE) that are not affected by anti-CSA compo-
nents. The accuracy of the resulting anti-CSA component "yz

!a"

can again be appreciated from the deviations 4b and 4b
0.

As shown in Table IV, assumptions about the orientation

of the diffusion tensor affect the resulting anti-CSA compo-
nent. If 5=2, we obtain a minimum of "yz

!a"

=6.10%10.75 ppm if D- lies in the indole plane perpendicu-
lar to the rNH vector and a maximum of "yz

!a"

24.97%8.74 ppm if D- is normal to the indole plane. The
deviations 4b are always higher than for isotropic models,
and it turns out that 4b!4b

0 for each geometry, except for the
case shown in Fig. 5!b", where .zz

d =* /2+$ and 5=2, which
lead to the largest 4a and 4b. All cases once again confirm
that the anti-CSA component "yz

!a" cannot be neglected.
The lowest deviations 4a and 4b that can be obtained

with the anisotropic diffusion model C are found when the
principal axis of the diffusion tensor D- is oriented parallel to
the rNH vector !.zz

d =$". In this geometry, the resulting
second-rank correlation times + j

!2" are not sensitive to any
changes in the anisotropy 5, leading to the same deviation 4a

as obtained for the model A. When 5=0.5, one obtains a
small but poorly defined "yz

!a"=7.11%6.98 ppm, with a de-
viation 4b that is as small as for the isotropic rotational dif-
fusion model A. This might raise some doubts about the very
existence of a nonvanishing anti-CSA component "yz

!a". How-
ever, a graphical examination of experimental and theoretical
rates in Fig. 5!c" lifts these doubts. Since the anti-CSA com-
ponent "yz

!a" appears to diminish when the correlation time
increases, a good agreement for a high estimate of +c is re-
assuring. Obviously, the agreement is poor for high +c !low
temperature" at B0=18.79 and 22.32 T. Generally speaking,
the lowest deviation 4b is found when diffusion is almost
isotropic, i.e., when D- /D!'1.

We tend to prefer models that not only lead to small
deviations 4a and 4b, such as the isotropic rotational diffu-
sion !model A" with 3° 6$67°, rNH=1.06 Å, and experi-
mentally determined CSA eigenvalues.25 These assumptions
yield an anti-CSA component "yz

!a" that is close to the results
of ab initio calculations. Figure 7!a" shows that the fraction f
of the longitudinal relaxation induced by the anti-CSA com-
ponent "yz

!a"=11.72%2.95 ppm !$=5°" reaches a maximum
of f =3% when +c'0.3 ns at B0=22.32 T. For a 15N
nucleus with an adjacent deuteron, this ratio would increase

FIG. 6. The symmetry axis D- of the rotational diffusion tensor could either
stand perpendicular to !a" or lie in !b" the indole ring plane. The polar angles
.zz

d and 1zz
d define the orientation of the "zz component of the sym-CSA

tensor with respect to D- in the diffusion frame.

TABLE IV. Estimates of the anti-CSA component "yz
!a" derived from relaxation rates, assuming anisotropic

rotational diffusion without internal motions !model C" with D- either perpendicular to the indole plane or lying
in this plane. These results were obtained using components of the sym-CSA tensor determined by solid-state
NMR !Ref. 25".

Model C: Anisotropic rotational diffusion without internal motions

5 a "yz
!a" !ppm" 4a 4b 4b

0

D- perpendicular to indole plane #Fig. 6!a"$ 0.5 8.33%8.73 0.0110 0.0375 0.0380
2 24.97%8.74 0.0128 0.0637 0.1967

D- in-plane #Fig. 6!b"$ .zz
d =$ 0.5 7.11%6.98 0.0117 0.0054 0.0066

2 17.11%2.70 0.0117 0.0034 0.0531
.zz

d =* /2+$ 0.5 22.63%7.97 0.0150 0.0325 0.1481
2 6.10%10.75 0.0250 0.1107 0.1030

.zz
d =* /4+$ 0.5 19.01%5.60 0.0075 0.0161 0.0648

2 8.60%7.45 0.0083 0.0160 0.0220
.zz

d =3* /4+$ 0.5 18.55%4.88 0.0070 0.0116 0.0575
2 8.88%7.02 0.0074 0.0113 0.0185

a5=D- /D!.
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to f =14% #Fig. 7!b"$. If the proton-carrying indole 15N
nucleus belonged to a tryptophan residue in a globular pro-
tein tumbling with 46+c610 ns, this ratio would fall to a
mere f 61% !for N–D; f 62%" at B0=22.32 T.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this study, we have shown that the antisymmetric
components of the tensors describing CSAs provide a small
contribution to the autocorrelated longitudinal relaxation
rates of the indole 15N in tryptophan. We were able to deter-
mine the anti-CSA component "yz

!a" since it contributes to the
autocorrelated longitudinal relaxation rate R1, while it does
not contribute to the cross-correlation and cross-relaxation
rates Rk= (Rccl ,Rcct ,-NH

NOE). The anti-CSA contribution can be
readily determined if we assume isotropic rotational diffu-
sion of a rigid molecule. Even when intramolecular motions
or anisotropic global rotational diffusion are taken into ac-
count, the rates R1 and Rk= (Rccl ,Rcct ,-NH

NOE) can only be rec-
onciled by postulating a nonvanishing anti-CSA component
"yz

!a".
The contributions due to the anti-CSA components var-

ied from 0.32% to 1.41% at 14.1 T !600 MHz" and from
0.67% to 3.03% at 22.32 T !950 MHz". If amide backbone
nitrogen nuclei in slowly tumbling proteins have similar anti-
CSA components !which remains to be shown", it would be
important to take these components into consideration when-
ever the precision of the measurements is better than 1% at
950 MHz. This level of precision can indeed be
achieved24,41,42 but hardly in routine experiments.

It would be interesting to repeat the experiments for a
case where autocorrelated relaxation arises predominantly
from temporal fluctuations of the CSA tensor. In our experi-
mental work, the dipolar 15N– 1H interactions tend to mask
CSA effects. The indirect evaluation of the antisymmetric
part of the CSA tensor would then become more tractable. As

explained in the last section, this could be achieved by re-
placing the proton by a deuteron in order to quench the
dominant dipolar relaxation in an X-1H spin pair. Alterna-
tively, one could focus attention on a homonuclear system
such as the pair 13Cali– 13CO.

Furthermore, one could imagine exploring anti-CSA ten-
sor components of nuclei located in biomolecules such as
polypeptides or small proteins. According to Buckingham’s
rules,21 backbone nuclei could have anti-CSA tensor compo-
nents that depend on the secondary structures such as alpha-
helices, beta-sheets, or random coils. To accelerate overall
tumbling rates, the proteins could be encapsulated in re-
versed micelles immersed in low-viscosity solvents.43,44

Pending experimental evidence, the present work indicates
that one can obtain at least a rough estimate of the magnitude
of anti-CSA components in silico.
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